
NETWORK CONNECT 
Connect to the digital world

MainOne, an Equinix Company introduces Network Connect, a solution that enable customers 
connect to their partners and customers via secure, private interconnection over Equinix Fabric. 

Equinix Fabric provides access to a software-dened, multi-service interconnection platform 
spanning over 249 Data centers across 71+ global metros and 32 countries with 99.9999% 
uptime record. Businesses utilize Equinix Fabric to connect directly to thousands of 
networking, storage, compute, and application service providers from one global platform.

WWith Network Connect, businesses can now enjoy exible connectivity, optimized network and 
extended reach by connecting their digital infrastructure to MainOne and leveraging Equinix 
Fabric to reach other locations and metros across the world.

MainOne Network Connect also allows customers that are on the Equinix Fabric platform extend 
their networks to locations and metros in West Africa, leveraging MainOne last mile 
and metro connectivity. 



BENEFITS
Extended Reach
Network connectivity access to over 249 Data centers across 71+ global metros 
and 32 countries, with last mile extension into key cities in West Africa.

Predictable Performance
Dedicated bandwidth with increased performance as your traffic goes over 
the MainOne network and Equinix Global network, eliminating high latency 
aand congestion.

Speedy Provisioning
MainOne provisioning, alongside Equinix software-dened provisioning 
ensures fast turn-around in service delivery.

Enhanced Experience
Support for digital transformation initiatives and organizational strategies 
with superior user and customer experience at every touch point. 

Connect to your own premises through MainOne’s Network from Equinix's platform. 
Get started here: info@mainone.net

Edge and branch:  Secure, exible connections between your network 
and SD-WAN service providers to extend the reach of your digital infrastructure 
to edge and branch sites.

Data Center Interconnection:  Private, dependable connections between 
data centers via Equinix’s global software-dened network to improve 
management of data and applications, including backup and short-term 
ttraffic surges.

Digital value-chain:  Create an efficient network with low-latency connections 
to your value-chain service providers and partners.

Last Mile: Physical layer connectivity connecting through existing or new 
transport links over MainOne last mile and protected backhaul

FEATURES


